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Foreword from Dr Mario Denton
Strong Message was formed in 1997 as part of my vision as Senior Lecturer and Researcher at the
University of Stellenbosch Graduate School of Business. My role then was not only to lecture in People
and Change Management, but also to provide value-added and sound research-based People and
Change Management solutions for business. So our:


VISION is to release and to optimise the human potential in people through our different
programmes.



Passion is to share our knowledge and to have an extraordinary commitment to people.



Unyielding focus is on developing People and Change Management course material that really
adds value.



Service is professional.



Success is earning your respect.

Our MISSION is to equip people to experience a solid, real-life, inside-out, innovative, customised,
sustainable, abundant coaching experience so they can learn and teach others to make a
significant difference in every area of their lives.
Our training material is scientifically researched, holistic in approach, tried and tested and presented in
various management programmes since 1997. It enables people to make the difference and add value for
the individual, team and organisation. How do we transfer skills?


By doing pre-assessment and post-assessment evaluation of all our courses.



By doing in-depth practical assignments.



By focusing on each individual, personal growth plan.

Our VALUES: Be a student of God’s character first for the rest of your life because it matters, it works, it
lasts, it counts and it leads to genuine and real transformation. It will help you make the rest of your life
truly the best part of your life. Don’t fit in, rather stand out and make a significant impact by not only
finishing strongly, but also finishing with your calling.
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1. Seven Courageous Conversations
Course Objectives
Are you able to have these courageous conversations?
The answer is more often no than yes as managers often struggle to
have these, rather play it safe, don’t know how to manage upwards and
wait too long to address the issues.
At the end of this seminar delegates will be able to:



To understand how we can influence a relationship through authentic conversations



To identify the behaviours associated with good working relationships and conversations



To appreciate the impact of relationships on personal performance and clients



To know when and how to use a range of skills during the seven authentic conversations.

SEMINAR OUTLINE
Topics that will be discovered:


Clear communication and engagement skills



Interactive conversations skills



Fierce conversations



Incomplete sentences



Visible evidences of Anger



Steps to repair broken trust



Ways to get the best out of people



Seven purposeful conversations: Living by your design, Character plus Competency equals
consistency, Your GPS, Teal time fine-tuning, The EQ heartbeat, Career success an family
Excellence and Finishing strong and well



Solving conflict versus dissolving the relationship



The power of good feedback



Assessment and action plan
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Innovations in the world of communications have been wonderful. We can use social media, emails,
texting, Internet, Skype; we can present videos on sites like YouTube. When phone calls are not
answered, there is always voicemail. Who knows what the next communications breakthrough will be?
Researchers have determined that only about seven per cent of communication is verbal, meaning 93 per
cent is non-verbal: eye contact and body language.
I have been exposed to some of the best HR practices in the world and have spent most of my
life working in the field of People and Change Management. Despite all these brilliant tools we are still
very bad at conducting genuine and courageous conversations in the workplace. Many staff will agree
with me when I say performance appraisal conversations are more pain than gain.
Honest upward communication cannot be treated as an option. It needs to be a requirement. While many
managers have years of education and experience in training for their positions, they often have little
training in how to effectively influence upper management.

2. Corporate Governance
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND CHARACTER EXCELLENCE
Can you merge the two? No, unless you measure it on a 360-degree basis
and openly challenge every practice that is not right, fair and just. But it
requires a lifestyle of sacrifice that most people are unwilling to adopt.
Topics that will be discovered:


What is in the well will come out in the bucket



Integrity assessments



Toxic managers



Corporate governance assessments



The principles of credibility



Character-based team assessments



Unashamedly ethical



Leadership tests



Batho Pele: Dead or Alive
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3. Peak Performance Coaching
Is it a nice-to-have or can you really say you have been exposed to genuine value-adding bottomline impact coaching interventions?

In today’s competitive world one will be left behind due to a lack of continuous learning. If we do not
know how to renew ourselves regularly, we become obsolete. You can play a vital role in the lives of
others, whether you are in a formal or informal leadership position.You have to fill up your car and service
it from time to time in order for it to perform optimally. In the same way people have to be enabled to
reach their optimal performance, but the content and methodology of the programmes used often leave
much to be desired. You have to focus on elements like leadership, interpersonal, analytical and
operational skills, spiritual intelligence and on facilitating change. For this you need coaching that is solid,
process based, innovative, customised, sustainable, project driven, fundamental and equipping.
Objectives on these sessions


Learning environment is assessed and developmental roles are clarified.



Insight into own beliefs and learning potential is gained.



The development process and outcomes are understood.
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Coaching is understood and implemented.



Mentorship is applied in appropriate situations.



Development discussions and feedback on progress is conducted.



Development is managed.

DURATION: SEVEN THREE HOUR SESSIONS SPREAD OVER SIX MONTHS
Topics that will be discovered:


Leadership (providing direction, empowering, motivating and developing others,
attracting and developing talent)



Interpersonal (sensitivity, teamwork, building and maintain relationships, integrity,
flexibility, stress tolerance, tenacity, cross cultural awareness)



Analytical competencies (judgement, information gathering, problem analysis, objective
setting, management control)



Operational (organisational awareness, strategic perspective, commercial orientation,
innovation, career and self development, concern for excellence, customer service
orientation, execution)



Dynamic (self confidence, impact, decisiveness, drive, initiative, persuasiveness)



Facilitating perpetual Change



Spiritual competencies and emotional intelligence

4. Character and Competency Job Profiling
Recruitment and Selection: Are we getting the basics right?
Over the years I have seen many instances of bad appointments and the
devastating impact on organisations and morale. This is one of your most
important decisions yet we are still not getting the basics right. So what is
the solution? The answer is simple: Do the Character and Competency
profiling first and then do your Career Direct assessment as part of the
selection process.
I am often shocked to find that the appointment of staff is such a subjective
process. We are still filling jobs too easily or transferring problem staff to
other departments or managing people based on the desires of their
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immediate seniors. Do you really know the unique design of your employees? You need to discover this,
and by using the Career Direct system you will be able to do so.
Prospective employees are very clever at manipulating you. They know the questions they will be asked
and have consulted various people on just how to present themselves. You cannot afford to take on the
wrong people as it will cost you dearly.
Course overview
The key to unlocking an organisation’s potential to achieve maximum performance and efficiency is its
people. Effective recruitment and selection is the first vital step in building a winning team.
The practical 2-day course concentrates on preparing for and conducting interviews. The course also
gives an overview of those crucial areas necessary for effective and efficient recruitment and selection.
Course benefits
By the end of this course you will be able to:


Design a selection process which will ensure that the best people are recruited



Plan and undertake effective one-to-one interviews



Recognise the importance of using a range of selection tools



Put together an appropriate person specification comprising well-written competencies



Arrive at soundly-based selection decisions combining information from a variety of sources and
ensuring the support of all interested parties

5.Optimising Emotional Intelligence
Optimising human potential through Emotional Intelligence - It is the
missing link in high performance
I was first exposed to Emotional Intelligence (EQ) in Chicago in 1997 and
since then have trained many students and managers across the world. I have
been amazed at the powerful role of this intervention in organisations.
EQ is definitely not a fad but you have to be careful that you ask the right
person to do this training for you. Talk about the following in your sessions:
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Emotional intelligence, leader effectiveness and developing high achievers



Managing conflict with emotional intelligence



Building high-performance teams with emotional intelligence and the essential link to creativity
and innovation



Coaching secrets for developing emotional intelligence



Stress and its impact on emotional intelligence and derailment of leaders.

The purpose of this course is to acquaint you with the principles of EQ, help you to assess your own
abilities and guide you to heightened awareness of ways how EQ can help you get the results you require
at the workplace.
You will experience 2 full days of interactive & dynamic instruction on the main dimensions of EQ
Organizational Impact


Improve teamwork and teambuilding skills through greater EQ



Enhance cooperation through better relationship building skills



Develop a emotionally intelligent work environment



Understand and work better with different personality styles
This course is a winner. Let me take your staff or team through the programme.
Course Objectives
Upon completion of the workshop, delegates will be able to:
Learn to apply EQ at work and understand why they need to develop this important skill



Identify their personal strengths and blind spots revealed through self-assessment



Gain an honest and accurate awareness of themselves to perform more effectively



Monitor and adapt their own emotions for the benefit of themselves, their team and department



Master self management skills in ways that boost productivity and accomplishment



Apply relationship management skills in ways that enhance the ability to work collaboratively, resolve
conflicts and achieve dramatic results



Be able to use practical EQ techniques in work-related applications including communication,
leadership, management, coaching, working with others, sales, customer service and supervision



Have a positive influence on the emotion and motivation of others



Develop cohesive, emotionally intelligent working relationships
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6. Real Time Fine Tuning Team Building
Team building versus Team wasting: Stop wasting money
As a seasoned academic and business consultant, I have attended
numerous team-building sessions. In my own qualitative research on
team effectiveness and storytelling I have found that this exercise is often
a waste of time. Often teams possess pearls of wisdom but are not
focused or engaged in using them to make a significant difference back in
the workplace.
Do a real-time, fine-tuning session with your team.
The purpose of the “heartbeat” exercise REAL-TIME, FINE-TUNING
TEAM conversations is to understand the real concerns of key team members, obtain insight into and
clarity on the organisational situation, as well as the team effectiveness of the management team. The
“health” of a senior team is critical for the future success of any organisation.

7. Talent Review
Topics that will be discovered:
A systematic way of doing a talent review by working through the
following areas of talent review:


Buying your talent: Choices in staffing



Building of your talent: Choices in training and development



Borrowing new talent: Choices in Contracting for talent



Bouncing your talent: Choices in shrinking the workforces



Binding your talent: Choices in retaining talent



Boosting your talent: Choices in promotion
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8. Performance Measurement
From curse to Blessings – from Pain to Gain
DEALING WITH POOR PERFORMANCE
Is it due to lack of ability or character, or due to low motivation?
Get it right. Structure your accountabilities for maximum achievement
and results, and get your scorecards in place. Link your activities to the
vision and strategy and have a focused execution approach.
Course Objectives
The following goals of the Performance Management Process will be dealt
with during the course:


Focus the entire organization on business goals, create alignment to these goals at all levels of the
organization, and provide a direct linkage for every personals individual work to those goals.



Serve as a tool for translating the organization’s vision, values, and guiding principles into defined
principle-driven behaviour at all levels.



Enhance performance results by providing clarity regarding purpose, responsibilities, goals and
measures and the requisite freedom of action (empowerment) to achieve these goals.



Build ongoing feedback, coaching and counselling as an integral part of the relationship between leader
and employee.



Provide a basis for measuring performance and improving the performance review process.



Serve as a basis for improving each employee’s performance and contribution to the organization for
current and future business requirements and individual employee professional and career growth.



Establish a communications linkage with the organization’s compensation system so that rewards and
recognition can be tied to performance.

Topics that will be discovered:


Job Content analysis



Key performance areas and Indicators



Performance measurements



Development plans
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Performance categories



Dealing with poor performance



Peak performance

9. Make it your Ambition to have a Quiet Life
Authentic Well-being
Authentic well-being: A real concern
Some people believe that if they have had a medical check-up and the doctor
has found nothing wrong, they are healthy. This is a dangerous one-sided
perspective. Your annual check-up should also include an emotional and
spiritual check-up.
Topics that will be discovered:


Lifestyle management



Make it your ambition to have a quiet life



Defining moments



Poisonous Life killers



Personal balanced scorecard



Leadership lessons



Development Plan

10. Mentoring others
Growing together Options for self development
Do we have a serious self-development and learning culture?
I don’t think so. I have been struck by how lazy people are when you ask
them to read, say, a management book or two a year. What has also
impressed me is the statement that 50 per cent of all development is selfdevelopment.
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Topics that will be discovered


Personal Responsibility for Development



Think/ Operate Strategically



Functional Expertise



Make things happen



Lead/ Manage Change



Motivate/Develop people



Teamwork



Communication and Interpersonal skills



Competency development

11. Raise the Bar of Excellence and Productivity
Raise the excellence and productivity bar
Identify the top-line success enablers and the bottom-line success disablers, and decide what you should
do more or less of.
Topics that will be discovered:


Aligning management objectives



Customer focus



Cleaning and organising



Visible measurement systems



Managing for quality



Waste elimination



Best operating practices



Teamwork



Staff empowerment



Rewards and recognition



Purposeful communication



Continuous learning
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12. Phambile
Breaking to a new level of performance
Continuous Development
Do an engagement and productivity survey every 12 months and raise the bar of excellence.
Involve all staff and discover how to break through to a level of higher performance that will truly
make you an employer of choice.
Topics that will be discovered:


Phambile meetings



Phases of the Phambile meeting



Problem identification



Problem solution



Intervention techniques



Description of intervention



Problem-solving toolbox



Facilitation Guidelines



Mission directed and Phambile continuous improvement meetings



Problem solving tools



Practical uses of 30 continuous Improvement tools



Facilitation guidelines



Project application

13. Managing Upwards
Topics that will be discovered:


Understand the design of your seniors



What is keeping them awake at night?



Dealing with misunderstandings



Demotivators



Making sincere deposits
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Understanding strengths



The power of eye ball sessions



Be the role model first



Finding the root causes



Key ingredients of a good relationship



Be teachable



Stay loyal



The Golden rules

14. (D)anger Resolution
Stop talking about anger management!
Why are we in denial so often, thinking that we don’t have a problem with this?
Anger Resolution: Get to the root causes and stop talking
about managing your anger
What is this problem really costing our nation, organisations and
families? Why do we so often think we don’t have a problem with
this?
Do you recognise any of the following symptoms: impatience,
irritability, raised voice, glaring eyes, hurtful words, explosive
actions, attitude of superiority, tension from anger, increased
heart rate?
In my opinion, all unresolved anger is wrong and a time bomb.
You therefore have to resolve it and help others to do the same.
Let’s meet, do your anger log and take you through this training.

15. Self Management and Career Seasons
Should this not be the first subject in any business training?
Yes. Participants learn from the latest thinking in terms of rightsizing, downsizing,
and outsourcing, getting leaner and cutting out the fat, and then they want to apply
the same thinking to their loved ones and others. Wake up! If you cannot manage
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yourself, how can you manage an organisation? Fix the problem, resolve the real issues and start with
yourself.
Authentic well-being: A real concern
Some people believe that if they have had a medical check-up and the doctor has found nothing wrong,
they are healthy. This is a dangerous one-sided perspective. Your annual check-up should also include
an emotional and spiritual check-up.

Do you feel totally drained from having to deal with fatigue, toxic emotions, stress and anger on a
continuous basis? Then this workshop is for you.
The purpose of this programme is to deal effectively with conflict, stress, anger and fatigue triggers in the
workplace and will aim to assist employees and managers on all levels of organisations to cope with
these issues in the workplace and outside. It is important to take into account the effect of conflict, stress,
fatigue and anger in the workplace to ensure complete employee wellness and improving productivity,
performance, staff morale and reducing unnecessary absenteeism and related problems.

Topics that will be discovered:


Career seasons



Self management reflection



What drives you crazy?



Managerial neglect



Self analysis questionnaire for parents



Life style analysis and well being



Career development camera



My personal vision



Authentic leadership



Lifestyle management



Make it your ambition to have a quiet life



Defining moments



Poisonous Life killers



Personal balanced scorecard



Leadership lessons



Development Plan
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16. Seven Deadly Work habits
Discover how to overcome and replace it
Topics that will be discovered:

17. Bringing the Best out in People
Understanding your Personality

Topics that will be discovered:


Understanding yourself first



The organisational culture



Stretching yourself



Being the optimist



Ste the example



Celebrating victories



Emotional transmitted diseases



Root problems



The power of your dreams



Striving for significance
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Mario Denton

MBA; M.Econ; PhD

PHASE ONE: OBTAINING CORPORATE EXPERIENCE LEARNING THE ROPES
Has 17 years’ experience in human resources management in
the corporate world, started with SANLAM and moved on to
METROPOLITAN LIFE in Organisational Development and end this
phase as Group Manager: Human Resources PROTEA
ASSURANCE, during this period completed a MBA, MEcon as
well as Registered Industrial Psychologist.
PHASE TWO: ESTABLISHMENT OF BUSINESS SCHOOL
ACADEMIC- SHARPENING THE SWORD
• From 1997-2007 teaching in Organization Behaviour and also
International Human Resource Management, People and Change
Management, High Impact Leadership, Management Consulting,
Emotional Intelligence, Executive Coaching at the University of
Stellenbosch, Graduate School of Business.
During this period completed my PhD and register Strong
Message Business Consultancy in 1997.
• Presented People Management practices 44 times consecutively
to MBA students without being absent for even one day and trained
around 3000 participants in Emotional Intelligence.
• Academic project manager and coordinator for 22 international groups doing their international electives at the USB.
• The area of Advanced Leadership, Making Human Capital the differentiating factor Facilitating perpetual and
complex change for REIMS France (11 times), University of Antwerpen, University of Cape Town, UWC, Dortmund and
Leipzig HHL Germany (9 times) Aarhus Denmark, Graz, Austria, Maastricht, University of Indonesia, University of
Central Oklahoma and the University of Cuttington Liberia, Europa-Universität Viadrina Frankfurt (Oder), Bangalore
Management Academy in Bangalore and Poddar/Wellingker College in India, Leipzig, Mauritius, Marseilles.
• International papers and conferences in London, Amsterdam, Oxford, Antwerp. Geneva Switzerland, Australia,
Shanghai and published twelve books, six international articles, two case studies and a chapter in a book, has
successfully being the study leader/supervisor for 160 completed MBA research projects.
PHASE THREE: TAKING UP THE CHALLENGE OF BUSINESS CONSULTANT, VISITING LECTURER, IMPACT
PLAYER AND EXECUTIVE COACH - PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH
• Strong Message Business Consultancy: I am a very experienced business consultant both in private and public
sector and recognised impact player in organizational effectiveness and renewal and have been involved in several
major strategic and corporate initiatives. Have done business consultancy for organisations including but not limited to
Sanlam, Santam, First National Bank, Eben Donges Hospital, Oceana, Department of Health Overberg Region, Western
Cape Department of Education, SCIR, APL Cartons, Cape Union Mart, Desmond Tutu TB Centre, Consol Glass, SPAR,
Barloworld. XSTRATA, Tiger Brands, SA Navy, Nedcor, Old Mutual, FNB, DE Beers, Government, Kumba, Clickatell,
Coca Cola Sabco, Karsten Boerderye, Water and Sanitation of City of Western Cape, City of Windhoek, FNB Namibia,
Lumber City, visiting lecturer for Peniel Consultancy. Mario has done 250 radio talks: Programme: Wisdom that Works.
• Have done training in Cairo, Egypt, being trained as a Character First Consultant in Oklahoma and have done this
training in Namibia, Ghana, Uganda, Nigeria, Malawi, done a presentation on the 29th FCCI Marketplace conference in
Denver, USA, train 400 students including executive students in Kumasi Ghana, talking to the Crown Board in Nigeria,
attending a strategic thinking session in Toronto, Canada and FCCI conference in Naples, Florida, Haggai Advanced
Leadership Programme, Maui, Hawaii, trained as a Faculty member in Singapore for the Haggai Institute, lecturing in
Maui on personal leadership and goal setting 7 times. Have done corporate governance for Kaduna State in Nigeria.

CONTACT DETAILS
Cell: +27 (0)82 882 9903 • Office: 021 979 3198
Email (H): marden@mweb.co.za • Web: http://www.strongmessage.com
Meet the person; Mario is married with Mariene (his first love) since 1979 and has three sons
Du Wayne, Desmond and Marinus and three granddaughters. He spends time reflecting at his
holiday house at Pringle bay. He is a servant leader.

